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Project Summary

The Global list of endangered species of flora and fauna is growing, with the most highly specialized
species often at ‘critically endangered’ status. Managing these populations effectively involves numerous and
varied organizations, conflicting motivations, arbitrary anthropogenic boundaries and often most importantly,
data compilation and management. We are seeing many more reintroductions of locally extirpated species back
into habitats of historical prevalence – and as extreme a method of conservation as this is, there is still a need
for more extreme methods. High profile and highly specialized endangered species are often managed in a
‘crisis’ mode, where complex behaviors and interactions are lost for the sake of simple preservation of the
species (for instance the Giant Panda in China). Since many animal species depend on vegetation, which is
geography-dependent, GIS has become an essential tool in the conservation process, allowing large quantitative
and qualitative datasets to be analyzed / overlain and updated with ease. With the help of GIS, more theoretical
feasibility studies can be done, and thus we get a much better assessment of areas with the necessary essential
conditions.

Wolverines once roamed throughout the Rocky Mountains, and although at time of writing Colorado has
a recorded population of one (Danzinger, 2011 and others) scientists say that it has the most abundant potential
wolverine habitat in the lower 48 states (12-2010 Colorado News Article). A highly territorial, solitary and
aggressive animal, the wolverine is one of the last of the large mammals in North America to still require
extensive study before any significant conservation attempt can be undertaken. Difficulties arise mostly due to
the incredible adaptations of this mammal to some of the most inhospitable and rapidly diminishing landscapes
in existence – and our inability to follow their movements and monitor their behavior with any ease.

Front page image source –
http://www.fws.gov/mountain-prairie/species/mammals/wolverine/WolverineSnow.jpg)
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This project aims to investigate the possibility of reintroducing the wolverine to Colorado’s Rocky
Mountains, modeled on existing knowledge. Various studies are now being done to increase our knowledge on
this species, and the scientifically proven data available is minimal. Within this project, I have assimilated,
compared assertions and updated all available knowledge concerning wolverine habitat preferences and
movements to predict a fairly vague potential habitat for reintroduction. In addition, I have gathered data on
snowmobile, snowcat and ski resorts to demonstrate existing winter recreational land use in Colorado, and
potentially project future growth / areas of conflict between the Gulo gulo and winter recreational land users.

Snowmobile

Snowcat

Colorado’s remote Rocky Mountain highs
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Intellectual Merit
GIS and Remote Sensing are now common tools for environmental agencies, and are being used for
more and more complex / highly specific modeling and predictions (Van Deelen 1997, Niedziałkowska 2006,
Nams 2006, Sataloff 2008, Danzinger 2011, and many others). When studying endangered species one must
invariably begin with the physical real estate that suits the species. Wolverines naturally dwell in some of the
most remote and inhospitable landscape in North America. Much of this territory is still undeveloped by
humans, and yet recreational activities especially are decreasing the ‘remoteness quotient’ and hence reduce the
chances of wolverines reclaiming an area that they have been driven from (High Country News, Dec 28th, 2010
– David Frey). Mankind was the main force for extirpating the species in the early 1900s, but more recently
climate change (in all its forms) and winter recreation have become large factors in any reintroduction question.

Even if we find good territory for wolverines, what good will it do, if, in 30 years, that terrain (or its
use) has changed significantly?

Currently we simply do not have enough proven data to provide an accurate model for wolverine
habitat. This project has gathered data and methods from all wolverine habitat prediction studies (Canada and
Alaska, the contiguous 48 North American states, Scandinavia and Eurasia), and has incorporated it according
to its relevance to a reintroduced North American population. New predictive models and projections must be
continuously generated, with the newest data. My aim here is to produce a foundation upon which further
scientifically proven data can be added easily, and variables adjusted – the project will add to the body of work
slowly being gathered on the wolverine by highlighting, analyzing and presenting hypothetical conflict that has
yet to be studied extensively.
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Arctic portal map of estimated worldwide wolverine distribution – Arctic Portal Library website

This unconventional view of the Earth displays the estimated wolverine distribution worldwide in 2001.
The green area is the distribution of the wolverine, and the red line is the bioclimatic envelope for wolverines –
a model displaying areas where the spring snow is still deep enough for wolverine denning combined with
maximum august temperatures being below 22° C.
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Project Description
Introduction – Occupied Territory
The United States as a country and, North America as a continent, is once again in a very privileged and
rare position. Much like during the development of Europe, man has caused many large mammal populations to
practically disappear from the highly diverse and often unique ecosystems in North America.
The two significant differences between these movements were time scale, and country size. Europe (as
a continental population) expanded much more slowly than the USA, and with less technological power and
knowhow. European towns and villages became entrenched in their locales, and gradually local geographic
resources were usurped into service until the entire continent had been completely altered. In the USA this
happened much more quickly, within a hundred years of colonists arriving on these shores, huge dams had been
built and cattle had been driven from the east coast to the west, significantly affecting the landscape. Europe has
been divided by war amongst its occupants since before the Romans almost managed to unite her, up to present
day. Each country, as they themselves evolved as entities, has had obviously limited geographic extents. Indeed,
many of the disputes over the years have been over land ownership and land acquisition. In the present day,
none of these individual countries has an overabundance of ‘wild’ land or ‘wilderness’. However, unlike Europe
or any of its constituent countries, the USA still has large, relatively well interconnected spaces which are free
from human settlement or development, supported large mammals in the past, and can potentially support them
again with some management and micro-management by man.
In the USA, extirpation and reintroduction have become common terms in newspapers, television and on
the Internet. Thanks to the two factors mentioned above, reintroduction of extirpated species is becoming more
and more common, even though it really is a last gasp attempt at saving the genetic diversity within that species.
Mankind’s subjugation of North America was actually done at such speed that certain ecosystems weren’t
fundamentally changed, as in Europe, and so the idea of reintroduction into the ‘wild’ became a valid option. In
Europe the idea is practically impossible to implement – they practically have no wilderness left. Additionally,
during the expansion of the USA, forward thinking people were willing and able to set aside land and then
instill a legacy of landscape protection that became the National Park System. These national parks can and
have served as a wonderful foundation for potential reintroduction projects. Wolves were once driven out of
Yellowstone, and have since been reintroduced and now thrive to the extent that once again we have open
hunting (no restrictions) on wolves in Wyoming.
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Colorado’s Division of Wildlife (CDOW) and multiple other organizations have done significant
research into reintroduction of many species into the Rocky Mountains (lynx, moose, multiple others). Most of
that research has essentially been on whether the correct kind of vegetation exists in the correct geographical
niches with limited human interference to support pre-determined numbers of a species. Again, this largely
wouldn’t be possible in Europe where so many native species of flora and fauna have been supplanted or simply
removed. In the USA, the reasons why the animals originally disappeared no longer matter. In the past trappers
hunted many of the animals from Colorado for fur, to protect our domesticated livestock, and out of ignorant
fear. We no longer need the fur, our livestock is protected and as much as we are still afraid we have the
knowledge and power to fight it. The habitat we predominantly have for reintroduction - mountainous forest hasn’t changed that much since we arrived. Our uses of it have, however, but the main constituents are still
there, and the while fragmentation of the landscape - large carnivores tend to stay away from human settlements
and agriculture (Palma et al 1999, Jędrzejewski et al 2004) has increased due to human encroachment – urban
footprint, roads, some farming – the terrain was originally most often fragmented by the natural land cover
itself. This does not dismiss the impact of, say, I-70 through the Colorado Rockies. A road its size is sure to
disrupt everything close to it (beyond bisecting the landscape with regular high speed traffic) via pollution,
lights, and noise echoing through the canyons. However, we must consider that a lot of its route follows valleys
and river beds (themselves difficult obstacles to navigate), has 4 tunnels and two mountain passes, with
Loveland Pass being the highest point of I-70’s elevation at 11,990 feet above sea level. In California, juvenile
cougars (Felis concolor) dispersed though habitat corridors having ample woody cover, whereas they avoided
highways and urban areas. They regularly crossed the highways under bridges over watercourses, however
(Beier 1995). Given this, we can perhaps say that a major highway does not provide an unassailable obstacle in
a landscape - for animals used to dealing with hazards - that was so treacherous in the first place.
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Classic perception of a wolverine

Introduction – Meet the Mustelid
The wolverine is the largest terrestrial member of the family Mustelidae (weasels), which is split into
two commonly accepted subspecies, Eurasian (Old World) form Gulo gulo gulo, and the North American (New
World) form G. g. luscus. They still roam northern Europe and northern Asia relatively freely – Siberia has
remained fairly isolated into the 21st century. In North America, however, their populations have been
dramatically reduced in all contiguous 48 states. Alaska and Canada still have significant populations.
The wolverine’s behavior, social tendencies and habitat preferences make it one of the most difficult
terrestrial creatures to study. It is naturally a highly mobile hermit, aggressively territorial with home ranges
(determined slightly differently to other animals) many hundreds of kilometers and yet easily disturbed by
humans (Heinemeyer and Copeland, 1999). Wolverine appear not to tolerate less dense human settlement such
as agriculture, forestry, and oil and gas exploration, and their movement does not seem to be affected by the
presence of lakes, rivers, mountain ranges or other topographical features (Hornocker & Hash 1981; Banci
1987). They typically like to have tree cover while wandering (Hornocker & Hash 1981) but in general are not
reluctant to cross natural openings (Copeland 1996).
Capable of taking large ungulates as live prey (Magoun 1985, Landa 1997), scientists have described the
wolverine as a facultative scavenger, rather than an omnivore, (van Dijk et al. 2008, Mattisson et al. 2011) due
to seasonal preferences for carrion versus live prey, with vegetation - supplemented by birds' eggs,
birds, roots, seeds, insect larvae and berries - reported in a few wolverine diets. Some researchers postulate that
plant ingestion occurs incidental to animal prey consumption (Banci, 1987), however Wood et al. (2009)
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reported plant terpenes as a predominant volatile component of free-ranging wolverine urine indicating that
vegetation may be consumed in lieu of animal prey. A majority of the wolverine's sustenance is derived from
ungulate carrion (Hornocker and Hash 1981, Magoun 1985, Gardner 1985, Banci 1987, Copeland 1996, Landa
1997, Lofroth et al. 2007, van Dijk et al. 2008, Mattisson et al. 2011), upon which they depend almost
exclusively in winter and early spring, and in the absence of ungulate populations wolverines would probably
not persist - ungulates were reported as the predominate prey item across seasons in British Columbia (Lofroth,
2007) and Idaho (Copeland, 1996). Evidence does suggest at least a seasonal reliance on local rodent
abundance (Magoun 1985, Gardner 1985, Banci 1987, Landa 1997, Persson 2005, Lofroth et al. 2007, van Dijk
et al. 2008), predominantly ground squirrels in Alaska during late winter and spring (Magoun 1985, Gardner
1985). Snowshoe hare (Lepus americanus) contributed the highest proportion of any single species to the
wolverine’s diet in the Yukon (Banci, 1987) while Hoary marmot (Marmota caligata) was a prevalent prey item
at reproductive dens of Canadian wolverines (Lofroth et al., 2007). Rodent abundance was positively correlated
with reproductive success in Norway (Landa et al., 1997) and Sweden (Persson, 2005). All this variation in diet
may obviously be related to prey availability (Lofroth et al., 2007) and may be influenced by the presence of
other large carnivores. Van Dijk et al. (2008) found wolverine use of moose carcasses to be elevated in forest
habitats that included wolves (Canis lupus) over habitats where wolves were absent indicating a reliance on
wolf prey remains and displaying the full variation of wolverine feeding habits.
Some studies have suggested that wolverines have a tendency for polygamy, with one male having up to
3 females within its territory (Copeland, 1996), which would corroborate the data reporting a wolverine’s love
of space. It chooses high altitude, snow covered landscapes to build its dens, and further seems to require a 6
month snow-pack to breed. Copeland distinguishes between two types of den for breeding wolverines, natal
dens and weaning dens. This project is concerned only with natal dens – the locations where females give birth
and spend the initial stages of rearing their young. The differences between the two dens are irrelevant to this
study and not discussed. In Idaho, wolverine natal dens have been found predominantly in sub-alpine cirques,
on north or north-east facing slopes in large-boulder talus (Copeland 1996) with many natal dens located in
small talus areas (less than 100m wide) where tree cover is close by. However the sample size here is low (less
than fifty) and so the results are statistically fragile. In Finland, Pulliainen also showed that den sites had a
northerly aspect, with approximately half of the dens located at or above tree line – again the sample size here is
31, and not large enough to be statistically robust.
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Introduction – Calling Colorado home
In recent years, the direct anthropogenic threats to wolverines have been greatly reduced, and studies are
showing a greater understanding of the need for large carnivores within an ecosystem (Weiss et al, 2009) hence
reintroduction of wolverines back into Colorado has become more viable (Aubry et al 2007). Danzinger
performed a habitat fragmentation analysis on Colorado, examining the state’s open spaces and wildlife
corridors to see if wolverine reintroduction was a realistic option. In 2003 Sadak performed a GIS habitat
assessment for the wolverine in Bridger-Teton National Forest (Sadak, 2003). Like this project, both studies
used relatively simple GIS techniques and few determining variables to predict habitat, based on what data was
applicable and available at the time. Austin (1998) investigated the influence of transportation corridors in
Alaska – in Kicking Horse Pass between Yoho and Banff National Parks where the Trans Canada Highway is
located.

Whereas these three studies were done in Colorado, Bridger-Teton NF and Kicking Horse Pass in
Alaska respectively, the Yellowstone to Yukon initiative, a large conservation project, focuses on a “region
providing the best remaining habitat for North America’s threatened or sensitive species including grizzly bears,
wolves, wolverines, lynx and native fish populations” (www.y2y.net). Historically, the west coast of North
America (Oregon, California) was poor territory for wolves, grizzly bears and wolverines (Carroll et al, 2001)
given the lack of ample denning sites. Wolverines still persisted there until human settlement amplified the
fragmentation of favorable habitat. A reintroduction program there would have much less chance of success,
therefore, than in the front range of the Rockies where the landscape fragmentation is not as all-encompassing.
“In 2010, a single male wolverine (Gulo Gulo) traveled from the Greater Yellowstone Area of Wyoming into
Colorado, marking the first known wolverine in Colorado since they were extirpated in 1919” (Danzinger, 2011
– page 1).

In 2012 that wolverine is still here!
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http://nationalatlas.gov/mapmaker – free online GIS visualization tool depicting Colorado’s forest fragmentation causes

In these maps, we can see the main colors in the central, mostly forested, swathe of Colorado to be yellow, dark green
and orange – perforated, interior and edge forests. What this means is simply that a lot of the Colorado Rockies at higher
elevations is forested, and it seems like (at least at this scale) even though there are significant human settlements throughout
the region, ‘sprawl’ has not really affected it. When we look in more detail, it is easy to see that the perforated (yellow) areas
exist because of the urban areas, and then the above map takes on a different feel.
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Since we now have proof of wolverine movement between Wyoming and Colorado, added to the
proposed establishment and maintenance of a large conservation corridor from Wyoming to Canada and Alaska,
we can be more confident about reintroducing a population of wolverine into Colorado’s Rocky Mountains. Its
chances of survival, as it would not be isolated from existing North American populations, increase with this
potential for a natural diversification of genetics. In their 2009 study, Schwartz et al showed a strong correlation
between gene flow and persistent spring snow cover (explored more later), adding to the body of literature that
highlights climatic condition as a paramount predictor to wolverine habitat. Dalerum et al (2007) showed that
whilst they couldn’t find sex-specific markers of genetic distribution, this actually went against previous
findings – which showed that males in particular were heavily responsible for sharing their genes across
environmental barriers. In summary, we can see that finding optimal areas for wolverine reintroduction is not an
isolated agenda, but one that it is heavily dependent on the climatic environment and the fragmentation /
interconnectivity of the landscape.
Unfortunately modern culture has developed a new twist on a problem which now needs to be studied
and considered - winter recreational land use. Warm weather recreation such as swimming and boating has long
been a part of human / animal conflict, be it swimming in the crocodile infested waters of the Nile, pleasure
cruising in motorboats near manatee or scuba diving on reefs. However, even though skiing has been around for
a long time, only recently has the technology been available for such things as heliskiing, snowmobiling and
taking snowcat tours, and so in the last 50 years or so we have begun to venture into territory that we previously
spent very little time in.
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This project is therefore driven by the following research question:

How can GIS be used to manage endangered species data and assist in reintroduction programs?

More specifically,

How does winter recreational land use affect potential wolverine habitat within Colorado?

To answer this question, this endeavor proposes an approach that consists of three main components: 1]
Collection of all wolverine GIS layer data and relevant alternative data that can be translated into layer data. 2]
Collection and generation of snowmobile data from private companies and digitizing multiple (more than 30!)
large format motor vehicle use maps (MVUMs) from National Forest websites. 3] Generation of a habitat
prediction model for the wolverine using this data and appropriate statistical analyses connecting / creating
valuable interaction data between the layers.
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Literature Review
In 1994 Banci stated that the habitat and conditions that influence the distribution and abundance of the
wolverine are relatively unknown, and although this is gradually changing, it is the main factor that explains the
relative simplicity of the models used, so far, in studying potential reintroduction locations for the species.
Since then, studies using GIS have shown that Colorado has habitats that display the basic characteristics for
wolverines to flourish (Danzinger, 2011). GIS was the tool that allowed such an analysis, however it must be
mention that, the greater complexity and variance of input variables, the greater the power of the GIS analysis.
Whereas no evidence has yet been found showing correlation between wolverines and specific vegetation,
Copeland et al (2009) showed how a bioclimatic envelope for the wolverine has strong statistical concordance
with denning and thus correlated spring snow cover with a basic winter range for females.
Aubry, and colleagues (2006) showed statistical correlation between wolverine sightings, altitude and
latitude, but given the fragmentation of much of the different environmental habitats in Idaho, Montana,
Wyoming, Colorado and Utah they showed it is near impossible to draw relevant statistical conclusions about
wolverine preferences. Edelmann and Copeland (1999) analyzed and discussed the Seven Devils Mountains
area of Idaho but ultimately could not conclude if it was anything more than a transient zone for wandering
individuals. The possible conclusions of this research are rather vague, however. For instance in very simplified
summary, herbivores are most likely found near their regular food sources and carnivores are highly likely to
stay within certain ecosystems simply because that is where their prey is, but for a wolverine, habitat may make
very little difference after acknowledging its enormous ranges, speed and ease of travel across any terrain type,
particular feeding tendencies and peculiar social interactions. Just because many wolverines have been found in
large and spacious alpine meadows does not mean that a landscape of fragmented meadows will be unsuitable.
It is dangerous to try to project behaviors and preferences onto wolverines with assumptions of certainty
given this paucity of reliable data; however this is exactly what we must currently do. Danzinger references
multiple sources for habitat suitability models, and ultimately concludes in agreement with Aubry, McKelvey
and Copeland (2007) that the statistical significance of many of the variables suggested was low. He therefore
uses only elevations greater than 2,400 m, human populations (from census data – not a good idea!) less than
3.9 / km2, and road densities less than 0.44 km / km2. Sadak (2003) had previously added slope direction, and
two variables concerned with land cover for his Idaho assessment in order to incorporate snow depth
(determined on north facing slopes with enough of an angle to collect significant snow). Given the 2010
occurrence of a tagged individual wolverine traveling from Grand Teton National Park into Northern Colorado,
we can see that wolverines, much like man, do not stay in any one particular habitat for long periods, apart
from during denning season (Heinemeyer and Copeland, 1999) where we have relatively conclusive evidence.
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Magoun and Copeland (1998) showed that female wolverines preferred to build dens in high elevation, northfacing talus (scree) slopes. These dens are dug into deep snow, often located in cirque basins where they can
tunnel large and complex protective compounds.
Copeland’s evidence shows that a male may have 2 or more females within his territory, suggesting
relatively low responsibility and interaction between a male and its individual offspring, and in the Eurasian
subspecies specifically, females have been found to be devoted parents at least until weaning, staying with their
offspring constantly (Persson et al, 2004). Persson’s study showed that wolverines have low reproduction rates
and low capacity to handle increased mortality, which might explain their heightened parental attention. This
data gives researchers something concrete to build upon - a male wolverine may not be understood sufficiently
to predict preferences, females require point locations to breed. This is where a habitat assessment can gain
some traction. Determining geographic indicators is all important, and the location of denning sites (where
females raise their young) will show female wolverine preferences in that regard.
In his 2009 paper, Copeland says “Consequently, we believe that the denning requirements of the
wolverine primarily determine the limits of its circumboreal range, whereas temperature likely plays an
important role in habitat selection occurring at finer spatial scales. In northern areas where these climatic
factors represent less important limits, other more proximal factors such as prey or carrion availability and
human persecution likely determine wolverine presence and habitat use”.
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“The circumboreal range
of the wolverine. The
black outline represents
the wolverine’s putative
current geographic
distribution developed
from existing range maps
and local expert
knowledge. The
wolverine’s hypothesized
bioclimatic envelope
defined by the spring
snow coverage (blue
gradient) is overlaid on
the summer temperature
coverage (orange areas).

Wolverine bioclimatic envelope – Copeland et al (2009)

The gradient in the
spring snow coverage
depicts the number of
years out of seven (2000–
2006) in which snow
cover was present from
24 April to 15 May, and
the summer temperature
.coverage delineates the
areas with average
maximum August
temperatures >22 C from
1950 to 2000." –
Copeland et al (2009)

Persistent snow cover - http://www.wolverinefoundation.org/wp-content/uploads/2010/12/North_America.pdf
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Wolverine studies in Idaho (Copeland, 1996), Finland (Pulliainen, 1968) and Norway (Myrberget, 1968)
all showed that females were easily irritated by human presence, and they actively abandoned dens in
Scandinavia that had been disturbed by human activity. Again, further study is urgently needed to discover and
quantify the extent of this disturbance, i.e. what constitutes ‘disturbance’ in the first place, how likely females
are to re-den quickly and how far they tend to move in response to disturbance, potential loss of kits in the
process, etc. A further study in Norway showed that female wolverines are heavily influenced by the human
footprint around them when selecting a new site for raising kits (May et al, 2006). In the absence of more
detailed information, trying to define parameters within which a reintroduction process becomes more tangible
is difficult. Heinemeyer and Copeland showed in their 1999 report that snowmobiling in particular poses a
significant threat to these denning sites (the state now has more than 30,000 registered snowmobile users)
specifically given that the choice of location for many backcountry snowmobilers is precisely the cirques that
female wolverines have enjoyed relatively undisturbed natal denning until recently. Indicators of foraging
behavior are non-existent in areas with snowmobiling activity (Heinemeyer, Aber and Doak, 2001). Skiing /
heliskiing is another potentially influential factor, and with Colorado growing more dominant in the outdoor
recreational industry we can only assume that this conflict will increase. Without the necessary data it is hard to
quantify, but is not difficult to picture snowmobiles with their heavy, noisy and polluting engines, crushing the
tunnels of wolverine’s dens and scaring / aggravating kits and adults alike. One thing that should be noted,
however, is that snowmobile use is not all bad. Haglund (1966) showed that wolverines will use snowmobile
trails when travelling in deep, powdery snow (the kind Colorado is famous for!).
“Colorado’s Snowmobile Registration fees provide funding for more than 2,700 miles of groomed and
marked winter trails that are open to all winter enthusiasts. Colorado State Parks has managed the Snowmobile
Program since its inception in 1977. Through a longstanding partnership between Colorado State Parks and the
Colorado Snowmobile Association (CSA), this program has grown substantially over the years.” (Colorado
Parks and Wildlife website)
Snowmobiling, by its very nature, is a mightily challenging activity to manage and support. Designed
precisely to provide transportation over rough terrain in deep snow, they almost require the driver to forge his
or her own path as best they can. Trails, unless regularly groomed, can vanish overnight (fences too!) and,
superficially, does the machine’s precise route really matter? After all, often the only remaining visible impact
is some churned up snow and that snow will be gone in the summer. Hikers go off trail (especially on
switchbacks!), bicyclists attempt new obstacles, 4-wheelers have left rubber over huge swathes of Utah, and in
the same vein, snowmobilers often make new trails in the fresh snow. What this translates to is a severe
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difficulty in mapping snowmobile use in the backcountry, at least as far as line data goes. Polygon “snowmobile
use” data would be much more useful.
However, we can begin with some polygon data - areas that block snowmobile use – Wilderness areas.
“In 1964, the Congress of the United States took a far-sighted action by passing the Wilderness Act,
legally designating certain federal lands as Wilderness. Congress preserved these lands to assure that an
increasing population, accompanied by expanding settlement and growing mechanization does not
occupy and modify all areas within the United States and its possessions, leaving no lands designated for
preservation and protection in their natural condition. The Wilderness Act prohibits roads, mining, timber
cutting, and motorized vehicles in these areas.” (US Forest Service website – italics mine)
These specifically set aside zones are within Federal lands. Most of Colorado’s wilderness areas are
managed by the Forest Service, but the NPS manages Rocky Mountain NP, Great Sand Dunes NP, and Black
Canyon of the Gunnison (which all have highly restricted motorized vehicle use regulations) and the BLM
manages numerous WSAs - Wilderness Study Areas.
Wilderness Study Areas - which are “roadless areas that has been inventoried and found to have
wilderness characteristics as described in the Federal Land Policy and Management Act (FLPMA) and the
Wilderness Act…..uses of WSAs include protection of air and watersheds, maintenance of soil and water
quality, ecological stability, plant and animal gene pools, protection of archaeological and historical sites,
habitat for wildlife; and livestock grazing. WSAs provide opportunities for outdoor recreation including:
hunting, fishing, hiking, horseback riding, and camping. Off-highway vehicles may be used on designated
routes, though this use does not require any special permit or authorization. Cross-country travel with offhighway vehicles or bicycles is not allowed.” (US Department of the Interior website - italics mine)
Thus we can, for this project, treat these almost-wilderness areas like true wilderness, as long as we have
the specific roads where snowmobiling and MVU is allowed (the same constraints as for the rest of Colorado).

Key for this project is the protection of wilderness areas from motorized vehicles.

FROM THIS POINT ON ALL MAPS ARE SCREEN CAPTURES FROM ARCMAP, AND HENCE
ARE ORIENTED VERTICALLY ON A NORTH-SOUTH AXIS, AND UNLESS STATED OTHERWISE
DISPLAY THE STATE OF COLORADO (612km x 451km).
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These two
maps show the
wilderness
areas within
Colorado. The
first map shows
which federal
agency owns /
manages which
area, and the
second map
shows how
most of the
wilderness is
within National
Forest bounds.

These lands
give us solid
real estate in
which to
theoretically
accommodate
denning
females
throughout the
winter and
spring months
when they
require a
substantial
period of time
undisturbed.

Colorado Wilderness Areas
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Even though I specifically directed this project away from wolverine feeding preferences, I think it’s
pertinent to revisit hunting in Colorado (the main cause for extirpation of the wolverine in the first place).

Bighorn and then Elk winter ranges and concentration areas
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Mountain Goat and then Mule Deer winter ranges and concentration areas
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Pronghorn and then Turkey winter ranges and concentration areas

These maps were taken from the Colorado online Hunting Atlas and I include them here mostly as a
reference, as trying to incorporate this much data (and the analysis) was beyond the scope of this project.
These maps firstly show just how organized and knowledgeable our understanding of the geographical
distribution of Colorado’s large mammals is. If we assume these maps to be updated yearly and that the data is
correct to within about 20m, we can tell at a glance that Elk and Mule Deer are widespread throughout the
Rockies, and from previous maps in this study we are familiar enough with Colorado’s high country to see that
most of their habitat stays below tree line (probably an indicator of their vegetative preferences). Pronghorn are
22

less proliferate, and again stay at lower altitudes. Finally, bighorn sheep, mountain goats and turkeys are much
less common in our mountains, but interestingly bighorn sheep and mountain goats share some of the core high
country in the San Isabel National Forest.
Now again, this does not tell us much. If we were talking about the Eurasian subspecies of wolverine,
this data would be extremely significant, and most likely dictate wolverine preferred habitat to a large extent.
However, the North American subspecies, as already discussed, is not as voracious a hunter and so would not
necessarily be predicted by larger game species. However, in conjunction with the studies being done on lynx,
what this does tell us is that there is significant habitat for prey, close by the elevations a wolverine might be
rearing her kits, and so there would be opportunities to find carrion without venturing too close to lower altitude
agriculture and human settlements.
Further, whilst getting to know this, my data, it became very clear just how easy it is for hunters to get
close to wildlife, with little effort. Obviously hunting a wolverine would be illegal, but the dissemination of this
data State- (and World-) wide makes the inhospitable country we are concerned about seem much less distant
and wild. Especially when “Each year Colorado has over 375,000 deer, elk and pronghorn hunters…”
(Colorado Parks and Wildlife website) - and that is just the three main species, a quick look at the Colorado
Parks and Wildlife website will show you multiple other license options.
Given the foundations laid by Copeland, Aubry and all others in studying wolverine habitat, behavior,
and tendencies, and, taking into consideration the models used on mapping previous mammals (carnivores),
Danzinger performed the most pressing and desirable GIS analysis possible – Habitat assessment and corridor
identification. As a result of his specific research however, and again considering M56, it seems pertinent not to
concentrate on identifying or redefining specific corridors which theoretically allow for wolverine movement.
After all, if an individual can cross I-80 within its 500-mile jaunt, it could likely find a way across I-70 (the
main obstacle in the corridor between habitats within Colorado) even if the topographies of these highways are
significantly different. This is not to say that corridors can be ignored, as they are vital for connecting
populations that already display genetic substructuring (Kyle and Strobeck, 2002 & Cegelski et al, 2003), but if
we look at Austin’s transportation study (1998) we can see a very similar situation between the Trans Canada
Highway and I-70, with comparable topography and relative importance for the movement of wolverine. He
provided strong evidence for a negative impact on movement, and yet proved that wolverine will cross a
highway depending on the width of the highway right-of-way.
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Reference Species
I would suggest that future analysis would study the movements and adaptive tendencies of omnivores
and scavengers such as the raccoon - Procyon loto, and red fox – Vulpes vulpes, which have become ubiquitous
in urban areas. After significant human encroachment into their territory, brown and black bears are known to
push back, scavenging, as is often their nature, in our trash and being drawn to the lingering smells of food in
camps, tents, cars and clothes. Now while it might seem like a huge stretch to use studies of utterly different
animal groups, for the previously mentioned, highly opportunistic, species, it is not a difficult leap of behavioral
change to go from looking for roots and berries / abandoned kills / nesting birds to following their noses into
human-claimed areas searching for the same things. So far, the shyness of wolverines seems to have kept them
from adapting in a similar vein, and it one of the most curious and intriguing aspects of their nature that they
can be regarded as so aggressive and terrifying and yet also so steadfast in their desire to avoid humanity.

In defense of using other species as a barometer for wolverine behavior, consider two published articles
(from 2012) concerning Lynx, a reintroduced species in Colorado’s backcountry:
On March 17th, 2012 the Denver Post (Bruce Finley) published a story about reintroduced Lynx in
Colorado’s backcountry / high country being threatened by an unexpected source of competition. Cross-country
skiers and snowshoers (25,000 of them!) following the Tenth Mountain Division and other trail systems to get
up to backcountry huts, from well below tree line, were leaving behind a ‘compacted snow route’, directly into
the mountains. Following these trails, other predators such as coyotes, cougars and bobcats, were able to get up
into areas with high altitudes (11,000 ft) where meals besides hare, are rare. This directly affects the lynx, a
totally new competitor in its habitat. Further studies must be done to see how much the hare, and lynx
populations are affected. Since their reintroduction into the San Juan Mountain Range in 1997, biologists have
had almost 15 years of watching the movements of the 218 released lynx living in Colorado as they settle into
their new habitat. This behavior has only been currently noticed and so the effect of this specific recreational
usage is still undetermined. Austin (1998) frequently documented wolverine actively seeking out ski trails for
the more easy movement on compacted snow (italics mine).
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On October 6th, 2012 the Breckenridge and Summit County News site, Summitdaily.com (Paige
Blankebuehler), released a story about the ongoing research being done on lynx in Summit County, Colorado
(the county which contains the rapidly expanding towns of Breckenridge, Silverthorne and Frisco, the Ski
resorts of Copper Mountain, Breckenridge, Keystone, Arapahoe Basin and Loveland, and the Eagles Nest
Wilderness area). The study was started in the winter of 2009-2010, and was implemented to learn what the
effects of so much recreational activity are on a population of lynx – in Summit County that is estimated to be a
surprisingly low 6 or 7 individuals. Such a study is long and involves the exact same kind of research that
wolverine populations all over the North American continent are crying out for – intensive manual labor
tracking and collaring wolverines to study their movements with GPS tracking and GIS orchestration. It takes
many years to get enough evidence to support any theories, in which time much damage could already be done.
However, once piece of information the team was able to glean was that there were indeed places where lynx
and recreators overlap, but are subject to differences in time. So far in this study researchers have been able to
document survival rates, geographic preferences, movement patterns and reproduction cycles using aerial and
satellite tracking. The very fact that they have followed the lynx into these areas shows that this particular
interaction isn’t immediately dangerous to them.

While these reports and studies are being done on lynx, various different factors are extremely helpful in
a study on wolverines. A lynx is a more social creature than a wolverine, which isn’t really saying much, and
has very different feeding habits. However the areas that lynx frequent, at or around tree line, and the lynx’s
propensity for large ranges (denning females are estimated to forage within a 75 km2 range, whereas males will
often travel well over 100 km2), are two of our main determining characteristics for wolverine denning habitat.
“We’ve even noticed that in the summer, if they’re not tied to a den and they don’t have kittens, lynx often pick
up and go on these walk-abouts. They might go from the south part of the state to the north part or wander over
to Utah. They usually make their way back to their original home range, but they can make some huge
movements during the summer months.” One researcher said. Obviously this isn’t scientific data, even for the
lynx let alone the wolverine, but anecdotes like this do show that lynx are prone to epic wanderings, much like
our Gulo gulo. Finally, even though these studies on lynx are done at some of the highest altitudes, in some of
the most inhospitable conditions in the lower 48 states, we still have Denver within an hour’s drive by
Interstate, and all the infrastructure that comes with that proximity. The only places to properly study North
American wolverine populations that haven’t been hugely affected by mankind are in the Canadian
backcountry. To conduct this research on existing wolverine populations means being highly distant from
medical and mechanical support, which essentially means that scientists need to use snowmobiles and
helicopters to cover the vast, unroaded, distances!
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So while these examples do nothing to increase our direct understanding of wolverines, they definitely
increase our understanding of how rare and skittish animal interact with humanity on various levels after being
reintroduced, which is exactly why I hypothesize that there might be other species whose behavior could teach
us something about wolverines.

A week before this project was due for presentation, the Denver Post (Bruce Finlay) published a story
about “M56”, the wolverine Danzinger and others have talked about in their papers. Now entering its fourth
winter in Colorado, the radio-collared individual has stayed alive, and has actually been able to give crucial data
to researchers – “State tracking data from a cigar-size transmitter in his belly show M56 roving as far as 100
miles — from forests west of Fort Collins across Interstate 70 to Mosquito Range Mountains southeast of
Leadville. Biologists say M56's exploits have demonstrated that wolverines can climb down from tundra and
slink through human territory undetected when necessary, dealing with roads, and probably would not attack
cattle.” It should be emphasized that this is a lone male wolverine, scavenging what is same-speciescompetition-free territory, and not a female looking to den.
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Methods
In the past, we have had a limited suite of techniques to even identify the presence of wolverines within
a region (Zielinski and Kucera, 1995). Physical studies on wolverines have included GPS / VHF tagging
(Copeland, Yates and Ruggerio, 2004), snow track surveys, camera stations, aerial surveys and most
importantly, a specific concentration of all of these methods on location of wolverine dens. Particular sensitivity
needs to be employed, however, concerning the interaction between biological researchers and wolverine, as
even our efforts to trap / radio collar / rerelease them are having adverse effects (Krebs et al, 2004). The fruits
of this labor are easy to see with the knowledge gained from just M56.
GIS has been used to predict and map viable breeding sites with suitable conditions to raise wolverine
kits. Hart et al (1997) developed a mapping model using some of the characteristics below. Heinemeyer and
Copeland (1999) added more layers, and Rowland et al (2003) brought in watershed analysis. Sadak (2003),
Copeland et al (2007) and finally Danzinger (2011) refined this by determining layer importance: statistical
correlation was used to prove relevance, with multiple layers removed by Aubry et al (2007).

The methods for this project were fairly typical data collection and display. Various layers for
ESRI’s Arcmap 10.1 software were collected, listed below.

Data Layers Used

Elevation DEM
National Park / National Forest / Federal Wilderness boundaries
Urban footprint
Ski Resort (Existing and potential) footprints
All Colorado roads
National Forest MVUMs (motor vehicle use maps) and known snowmobile trails
Snowmobile trails (private company data)
Colorado Hydrography dataset (flowing and standing water)
Colorado Precipitation dataset
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To create my working layers I performed the following functions (some layers are two or three datasets
merged into one) –
Elevation clipped to > 3000m for Elevation Core
(describes elevation data for all of Colorado above 3000m)
Urban and Ski Resort footprints buffered to 5km and 10km
(describes 5km and 10km boundaries for all urban settlement)
Colorado roads buffered to 250m
(describes polygon data 500m wide centered on the center line of a road)
Colorado Hydrography (all flowing water and all standing water) buffered to 250m
(same concept as above)
Colorado Precipitation clipped to Elevation Core

My “elevation core” was determined somewhat arbitrarily, with most studies stating tree line as a
general area for denning sites. Treeline in Colorado is at approx. 3650m, so I chose an elevation range of 3000m
and above (the range covers more on the low end to incorporate evidence of wolverines creating dens under tree
trunks and boulders covered in snow) and used this range to clip a 30m elevation raster to result in a polygon of
Colorado’s 3000m-plus land.
Developing a comprehensive “snowmobile trail layer” was the most difficult aspect of the project. I
managed to obtain data from two different private companies, and spoke to numerous federal officials
concerning snowmobile usage on federal land. Much of the data that does exist is out of date, some federal trail
maps going back to 2009. In conjunction with the somewhat sparse layer data I was able to piece together, the
bulk of the work for this project was downloading over 50 trail maps for National Parks, National Forests and
all the other federal lands covered by the elevation core. These maps obviously needed to be high quality and so
were downloaded as large .pdf files, edited and saved as .jpg files so that Arcmap could import them, then
georectified over the existing layers. Using large paper prints of the trail to hand trace the snowmobile trails, I
thus digitized the trails that could potentially have snowmobile access. This layer is by no means complete;
indeed it just shows where it is technically legal to snowmobile. As mentioned above, polygon data would be
much more useful, and whether my data accurately portrays actual snowmobile usage patterns is debatable.

Determining accurate predictions of significant distance for the road buffers and urban buffers was
problematic. Some routes might be used by regular high speed traffic, others regular low speed, and others
described by infrequent use. Yet how affected are wolverines by regular noise (highways) versus the sudden
screaming of snowmobile well away from other human disturbances? The data does not exist. Austin (page 1,
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1998) provided evidence that wolverines “show avoidance of areas within 100m of the Trans Canada Highway,
and a preference for areas further than 1,100m from the highway”. He also documented wolverine crossing
railway lines three times, and significant use of trails surrounding and within ski areas. Consequently I chose a
buffer size that respected the wolverine reluctance to get close to these hazards, and yet didn’t make them out to
be overly timid, and the same applied to both urban footprint and resort footprint – the animals got close enough
when it suited them (for travel and scavenging) but there were no reported denning sites found close to either
type of coverage.

Since the main component in this study was snowmobiling, and discovering where snowmobiles were used,
the various characteristics used in other studies (which attempted to determine specific wolverine behavior)
become less important. Layers such as:

North, East and West Slopes (320 to 120)



Concave and flat slopes



Rock and Ice cover types



Patch sizes at least 10 acres (4 hectares)



Alpine herbaceous habitat



Patch sizes at least 6 hectares



Watershed location

were not used as these factors are not known to influence snowmobilers.

Initially I attempted to incorporate snow depth from the National Operational Hydrologic Remote
Sensing Center website (subsidiary of NOAA) however I dropped this due to time constraints and the fact that
Copeland and others are looking into this factor already (data yet to be finalized and published).
Aubry used linear regression to try to show correlation between historical records of verifiable
wolverine sightings and most of the layer data described above. Their conclusions were primarily that only
human coverage, altitude, and road density had significant connection to wolverine sightings, but this is
misleading. I strongly suggest that we always remember just how small the sample sizes are when we draw
these conclusions.
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These two maps show the core
elevation (above 3000m) I have
used for this whole project.
The top map shows the core
elevation in purple, along with
the Colorado Urban footprint.
You can see areas of urban
coverage just west of Denver,
that is the Summit County area
with Silverthorne, Frisco,
Breckenridge and Vail visible
(and not included in the
elevation polygon – so they are
all under the 3000m level).
The bottom map, core elevation
in salmon, shows how the core
overlaps the National Forests of
Colorado. You can see just
from this image how much of
the backcountry is a) protected,
b) higher elevations

Core Elevation and Urban footprint

Colorado National Forests and Core elevation
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These two maps display the
segments of the core
elevation. The top map shows
how much of the core is
wilderness (most of it) and the
bottom map shows the rest,
split between national forest
and ‘other’ – which consists
of everything else, and is
therefore not protected, in any
meaningful way, from
snowmobile use.

Core Wilderness

We can see that wilderness
areas and national forests are
key factors for a denning
wolverine. The core covers a
land surface area of
32,270km2, a pretty large area
– larger than the country of
Armenia. More than 68% of
the core area is wilderness
(22,070km2 from 32,270km2).

Core National Forests and Other
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Here we can see precipitation
data for Colorado,
specifically a 30 year
average. The top map shows
where the most precip.
occurs in Colorado (anything
above 25” is shown). We
can see clearly that the
heaviest rainfall is almost
exactly correspondent with
the core elevation.

Colorado’s 30 year precipitation averages ( >28 inches)

The bottom map shows
exactly what the precip.
totals were for the core
elevation.

The central area of Colorado
gets surprisingly less
precipitation than the north,
west and most surprisingly,
the south.

Core Precipitation
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At this scale, hydrography
patterns are hard to make out,
however this map does at least
show that the core elevation
contains a significant amount
of flowing water. Combined in
with the flowing water data
are the waterbodies of
Colorado, also too small to be
made out at this scale.

Core Water flow, Standing water, and urban footprint
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Results

Core Elevation & both buffered urban layers

This map displays two main datasets. The grey shaded one is the urban
footprint of Colorado – two federal datasets merged into one and then
buffered twice, at 5k and 10km levels. The purple layer is three different
layers merged into one which includes all Colorado’s ski resorts,
potential ski resorts and organized winter recreational areas also
buffered twice at the same distances.

At this juncture I think it is prudent to split the area up into three zones, to better see the study area.
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Colorado divided into 3 zones for easier visual analysis

These three zones do not incorporate a large portion of Grand Mesa National Forest, and while little of
this land is designated wilderness, it is significant nonetheless (decent precipitation, proximity to flowing and
standing water, good elevation, isolation, is a relative haven for wildlife and has a high northern latitude) and I
will come back to it.
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Core Wilderness – Urban (5k Buffer)

Core Wilderness – Urban (10k Buffer)

Northern Zone



Denver

Denver

Denver

Central Zone



Southern Zone

Core Wilderness – Urban (5k Buffer)
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Core Wilderness – Urban (10k Buffer)

The maps on the previous page show, on the left, the core areas (wilderness and non-wilderness) that have
had the urban footprint, with a 5km buffer applied to it, removed. On the right, the same areas are shown,
but this time the urban footprint has a buffer of 10km. Included in the urban footprint is the acreage covered
by ski resorts – in the Central Zone one can see the dramatic effect that these buffers have on the core
elevation.

The maps below are the Northern Zone only, again with the 5km and 10km buffer distinction. However
here, the areas shown above had been further reduced by a buffered roads and snowmobile trails layer (all
lines buffered to 250m). Even at this scale, it is hard to see what significant difference was made to the core
areas, yet this is the most significant layer as far as this project is concerned. The 250m buffer initially
seems far too low, and the noise pollution would be much more detrimental, however when one considers
the actual use of these roads and trails, some will get regular use, others will get very infrequent use.
Additionally, some trails might have groups of snowmobiles and some might just be used by a scientist,
once a season. Without proven data any estimation can be questioned.

Core Wilderness – Urban (5k Buffer)

Core Wilderness – Urban (10k Buffer)

Northern Zone



Denver

Denver

Showing the other four maps is unnecessary here, given the scale. One thing is immediately clear
however, and that is the desperate need for proven data that given a weighting to the disturbance created by
highways, roads, (slower) driving within federal lands, snowmobiling and snowcats. In addition, polygon data
showing the ultimate destination of snowmobilers (as well as the previously mentioned polygon data for
snowmobile use rather than line data) would significantly improve this project.
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Legend Explanation

This legend is a little complicated initially. Some layers are straightforward – roads, forest
carnivores (where the lynx are being studied), COUrban is the Colorado urban footprint,
Ski resorts, water bodies and hopefully elevation core. The other layers are the four
pieces that make up the core habitat. The two green layers are wilderness, dark green
being the layer that had the larger (10km) buffers applied to its constituents, and the
bright green had the smaller (5km) buffers applied. The two brown layers are equivalent
non-wilderness areas. The darker areas are therefore subsets of the lighter areas, and on
the map are laid on top of the lighter areas.

Final maps display the core elevation, with the urban settlements buffered and then removed, and the roads and
trails buffered and then removed, and this layer was then intersected with a buffered streams and water bodies
layer to create four main zones:Wilderness within 250m of a stream, at least 250m from any road or snowmobile trail, and at least 5km
from any human settlement
Non-wilderness within 250m of a stream, at least 250m from any road or snowmobile trail, and at least
5km from any human settlement
Wilderness within 250m of a stream, at least 250m from any road or snowmobile trail, and at least 10km
from any human settlement
Non-wilderness within 250m of a stream, at least 250m from any road or snowmobile trail, and at least
10km from any human settlement

I decided to display the maps in different ways; with some it was relevant to have the elevation core in the
background, and with others it was just too visually overpowering.
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“Special” Areas
The following maps are of the Summit county area, and the Grand Mesa area mentioned earlier.

Summit County area (without elevation core)

This map shows the complexity of the habitat surrounding the busiest area in Colorado’s mountains. We
can see clearly the various human influences on the area, as well as easily seeing the darker green and brown
colors which show the best habitat (wilderness and non-). One might surmise that just east of Vail and around
Loveland would be areas to study for animals crossing freeways.
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Grand Mesa NF area (with elevation core and water bodies)

This maps gives a good look at how the Grand Mesa National Forest area (just east of Grand Junction)
might not contain much actual wilderness, however currently, and given the inexhaustivity of my snowmobile
layer, this looks like a wonderful area for a wolverine to make a den.
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Final Maps
Core Wilderness – Urban (5k Buffer)

Core Wilderness – Urban (10k Buffer

Northern Zone



Denver
Denver

Denver

Denver

Central Zone



Southern Zone
Core Wilderness – Urban (5k Buffer)
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Core Wilderness – Urban (10k Buffer

42
Wolverine Denning Habitat for Colorado

Conclusion
As we can see from the above maps, the ultimate result of this study are complicated polygons of
suitable denning habitat for the wolverine, as determined by buffers of 5km and 10km on settled human land
and 250m buffers on transportation and recreational routes. They show the 3 zones, with two maps per zone as
before, and how much of the core elevation, after removing all buffered human components, is within 250m of
fairly reliable flowing water. Also on the maps are all the (buffered by 250m) standing water areas (there
seemed little point in including these areas in the analysis as there is no data available linking this type of water
body with wolverines. I merely include it as a visual aid to show proximity, and to suggest that these areas will
naturally attract wildlife and, probably, humans eventually.

There are so many areas for further exploration into wolverine reintroduction, many of which can be
done in conjunction with studies on other species, or even be studies in and of themselves, segmented by
species. For example, a study on how much traffic and snowmobile noise actually affects many species would
be a huge breakthrough. For wolverines, in the context of this project, I would highlight the need for more
collared animals, and much more study of the movements of animals in Canada to try to find baseline
characteristics, as well as studying any existing animals in the lower 48 states to be able to compare what is
more natural behavior and what is probably the behavior of a species just struggling to get a foothold in what is
increasingly hazardous terrain.

Finally, I would conclude that until we have exhaustive data on snowmobile use, and know what
influence climate change has on the terrain in question, currently reintroduction of wolverines is a possibility –
with the caveat that maybe the animals themselves will make a stronger case in the coming years.
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